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Abstract
Nowadays, the virtualization system is being applied to embedded devices. However, embedded
devices have limited memory. Therefore, we propose effective method in order to provide more
memory for applications on the virtual machine. To realize purposed method, we implement a
swapping method using a main memory and compression. When swapping occurs, we compress the
swap page and store compressed swap page to another virtual machine with sufficient memory. If the
compressed swap page already exists, it will be shared between virtual machines.
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1. Introduction
Main memory is the most important resource in the virtualization system. If a virtualized
system runs many virtual machines, it causes a lack of memory. Thus, the virtual machines
start swapping in order to make extra memory for an application. However, the swapping
makes an overhead of disk I/O which decreases the performance of the application. In addition,
most of embedded systems have the flash memory instead of a disk. However, it is difficult to
use the flash memory for swapping. Firstly, a re-write operation on the flash memory is slow
because it has to erase a block included a page to modify data of the page. Secondly, frequent
swapping shortens the life time of flash memory. Therefore, a new swapping method for the
virtual machines is required in order to overcome disadvantages of disk and flash memory.

2. A compressed swap page sharing Technique
Previous solution compresses swap pages and stores them into their memory [1]. This
solution can reduce overhead of disk I/O; however, a lack of memory issue is still remained
because of memory consumption by compressed pages.
Our method stores compressed swap pages into the memory on other virtual machine that
has more enough memory. In addition, we share the compressed swap pages between many
virtual machines.
We implement the method on Xen based virtualization system [2]. Xen has two types of
domains. One domain (called domainU) is a virtual machine that can run applications. Another
domain (called domain0) is responsible to deal with requests for hardware resource. We use
the domain0 for storing and sharing the compressed swap pages. When swapping occurs by a
lack of memory, a domainU calls memory callback functions in order to capture a swap page.
Then the swap page is compressed by our compression function connected with the callback
function. And the domain0 checks the page sharing table to find whether the same compressed
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swap page exist. If the compressed swap page already exists, the domain0 does not store new
compressed swap page. Instead of the storing, the domain0 gives the address of the existing
compressed swap page to the domainU. By this sharing step, the same compressed swap page
is not stored into the domain0. It can reduce memory consumption of compressed swap pages
in the domain0.

figure1. The page sharing table in the domain0
Figure1 shows the page sharing table in the domain0. That consists of two lists. The list of
sharing pages has actual memories that contain compressed swap pages. And the list of sharing
page entries maintains the information of compressed swap pages. Each entry contains page id,
the number of sharing domains, length.

figure2. The amount of swap pages
Figure2 shows the amount of pages in each domain during compiling the kernel. The
domainU1 made swap pages about 5000kb and the domainU2 made swap pages about 6000kb.
However, the domain0’s compressed swap pages are about 2700kb. As shown this result, our
method reduces 75% of the amount of all swap pages by sharing swap pages. This means that
our method can overcome the lack of memory caused by swap pages.

3. Conclusions
In the virtualization for the embedded systems, it is important to provide sufficient memory.
Although Prior solution provides swapping for embedded systems using compressing swap
pages and storing them into their memory, it cannot support enough memory for the
applications. To solve this problem, this paper proposes compressing swap pages, storing
compressed swap pages into another virtual machine with enough memory and sharing them
between the virtual machines. As shown our experiment result, we reduce memory
consumption of swap pages in the whole system.
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